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This presentation will focus on the WebSphere® Adapter for FTP V6.2 outbound 
functionality. The next section will provide an overview of operations types supported for 
outbound and provides details on the attributes that define the behavior of each operation 
type. 
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Outbound operations - FTP 

� Outbound operations 
�Pass-through 
�User-defined 

� List of operations 
�Create 

�Append 

�Overwrite 
�Retrieve 

�Delete 

�Exists 

�List 

�ExecuteFTPScript 

�ServerToServerFileTransfer 

List of operations that have 
different behavior when used 
with user-defined data type 

You can see the list of operations supported by the adapter for outbound on this slide. 
Create, append, retrieve and overwrite are the only operations that support data 
transformation. 

Delete operation deletes the file that you specify and not the contents of the file for both 
user-defined and pass-through cases. Exists checks for the existence of a file in the 
specified directory and returns a Boolean value in the ExistsRespose business object. List 
returns a list of all file names in the directory specified. 

ExecuteFTPScript operation provides the option to run a script file whose location and 
parameters are specified in the business object. 

ServerToServerFileTransfer allows the transfer of files from one ftp server to another. 
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Outbound operations - Create 

�Create – File with specified name created in output 
directory with the specified content. File name 
returned to indicate success 
�If file already exists, DuplicateRecordException is thrown 

�Staging directory used if specified 

�Attributes 
�Generate Unique file 

� Available as Interaction spec property and as attribute of FTPFile business 
object or the user-defined business object wrapper 

� Generates unique file name with format “ ftpa<randomnumber>.tmp “ 

� Create unique file even if FTP server doesn’t support STOU command New 
V6.2 

This slide summarizes the behavior of the Create operation. A file with the specified file 
name is created in the specified directory with the content sent across in the business 
object. The file name is returned to the calling application indicating a successful 
response. If the file to be created already exists, a DuplicateRecordException is returned. 

This staging directory, if present, is used for ‘create’ operations where the specified file is 
written to the staging directory first, then moved to the original specified output directory. If 
the staging directory is not present, the file is directly written to the output directory. 

The adapter will generate a unique file name when the property ‘generateUniqueFile’ is set 
to true. At this time the adapter ignores the value present in file name property. The name 
of the unique file generated by FTP adapter is a random number prefixed by ’ftpa’. The 
extension of the file is ‘.tmp’. For example, ftpa23423.tmp. 

The ‘generateUniqueFile’ property is available at the interaction specification level when 
configuring the create operation and as an attribute in the FTPFile business object. In 
versions before V6.2, the adapter will only generate a unique file name if the 
‘generateUniqueFile’ is set and if the FTP server supports the STOU command. With V6.2 
even if the FTP server does not support the STOU command, the adapter can generate 
the unique name for the name. 
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Outbound operations – Create (continued) 

�Attributes 
�Sequence file 

� Available as Managed Connection Factory property 

� Behavior of this operation is different than in V6.1 
– Only sequence number is stored on the file rather than output directory and the 

file name as in V6.1 

� Backward compatibility supported 
– V6.2 adapter can use the sequence file with entries created by V6.1 adapter 

� In clustered environment, sequence file should be accessible by all cluster 
members 

� “Generate Unique File” has precedence over sequence file 

If the sequence file name with complete path is provided for ‘Sequence file’ property in the 
“Service Configurations properties” panel of external service wizard, the adapter will 
append a sequence number to the output file name specified in the request. For example, 
if the output file name that you specified is Customer.txt, a file with the name 
Customer.n.txt is created, where ‘n’ is the sequence number for a particular request. The 
sequence will start with one. If another request with output file name set to Order.txt is 
received, a new sequence starting with one is generated for Order.txt. If the filename 
already exists, the adapter will return a DuplicateRecordException. 

The sequence file is used to store the sequence number used to create the filename. The 
behavior for this feature in V6.2 is different from the way this feature worked in V6.1. 

In V6.1 the output directory path and the filename are stored along with the present
 
sequence number in the file. Next time when you use the same filename and output
 
directory, just the sequence number in the file is updated in the existing entry. But in a
 
case where you have the same filename but a different output directory, you will see
 
another entry in the sequence file with the filename and the new directory path. In V6.2
 
regardless of the values specified for output directory and the filename attributes in the
 
FTPFile business object, the adapter saves and increments just a number in the file. It
 
doesn’t save the directory path and the filename.
 

When the application using the adapter is deployed to a clustered environment, the file 
used to save the sequence number must be on a mapped drive that is accessible by all 
the clusters. The users must make sure that the resource adapter has the write permission 
for the sequence log file, else an IOException is returned. If the Sequence file property 
has a value and if the generateUniqueFile property is set to true, ‘generateUniqueFile’ 
property takes precedence. If the sequence file is deleted manually, the sequences will be 
lost and will start from one again. The user can also reset the sequence by changing the 
sequence value in the sequence file. 
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Outbound operations - Create 

Generate unique file 
attribute in the business 
object Generate unique file option at 

Interaction specification level 

This slide shows the screen captures of the generate unique file attribute in the business 
object and as a property at the interaction specification level for a ‘create’ operation. 
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Outbound operations - Create 

Location and name of the sequence file 
used to keep track of sequence 
numbers 

Here is the “Service Configuration Properties” panel in the external service wizard where 
you can provide the location and name of the sequence file used to store the present 
sequence number for a particular file name. 
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Outbound operations - Append 

�Append – Content appended to the file specified. 
File name returned to indicate success 
�If file does not exist, RecordNotFoundException is thrown 

�Create if file not exists 
� Available at Interaction spec and as attribute of FTPFile business object or 

the user defined business object wrapper 

�Generate unique file 
� Changed behavior from WebSphere Adapter for FTP V6.1 

� Has no significance for append operation. 

�Default business object data delimiter set to <EndBO> 

This slide summarizes the behavior of the append operation. The content specified in the 
business object sent with the append request is appended to the file specified in the 
request. When using the user defined data type, the data is transformed into XML and 
appended to the file specified. Filename is returned back to the calling application 
indicating a successful response. If the file specified does not exist, a 
DuplicateRecordException is thrown. 

Setting the createFileIfNotExists property either at the interaction specification level for 
append operation or at the business object level will result in creation of a new file if one 
with a name specified in the append request does not exist. 

Generate unique file property is not supported for the append operation. 

IncludeEndBODelimiter attribute in the FTPFile business object is used to specify the 
delimiter that you want to use to separate the business object data written to a file. With 
V6.2, the default value for this attribute is set to <EndBO>. 
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Outbound operations – Append 

This slide shows the IncludeEndBODelimiter attribute in the FTPFile business object. 
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Outbound operations - Append 

CreateFileIfNotExists 
option at business object 
level CreateFileIfNotExists option at 

Interaction spec level 
Generate a unique file option at 
interaction spec 

Generate unique file flag has no 
significance for append operation 

This slide shows the screen capture of the CreateFileIfNotExists property at the business 
object level and at the interaction specification level when configuring the append 
operation using the external service wizard. 
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Outbound operations - Overwrite 

�Overwrite – Overwrite the file in the directory with 
the content specified in the request. File name 
returned to indicate success 
�If file does not exist, RecordNotFoundException is thrown 

�Create if file not exists 
� Available at Interaction spec and as attribute of FTPFile business object or 

the user defined business object wrapper 

�Generate unique file 
� Changed behavior from WebSphere Adapter for FTP V6.1 

� Has no significance for append operation. 

Overwrite operation as the name suggests overwrites the contents of the existing file with 
the contents specified in the overwrite request. Create if file not exists and generate 
unique file name properties are supported for the overwrite operation. The behavior of 
setting these two properties is the same as described for append operation. 
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Outbound operations - Retrieve 

� Retrieve – Retrieve the contents of the file specified 
�Data transformation supported from V6.1 

�In V6.0.2 file contents were returned as binary array 

�RetrieveResponseWrapper object used to populate the retrieved file 
contents 

�If file does not exist, RecordNotFoundException is thrown 

�Delete on Retrieve 
� Available at Interaction spec and as attribute of FTPFile business object or the user 

defined business object wrapper 

� File deleted on retrieve 

�Archive directory for Delete on retrieve 
� Available as Interaction spec property and as attribute of FTPFile business object or 

the user defined business object wrapper 

� File is archived in the directory specified 

In the versions before V6.1 of the ftp adapter, the retrieve operation retrieved the contents 
of a file only in binary format. From V6.1 the adapter supports data transformation for 
retrieve operation. For example, adapter can read the xml content in the file and return the 
user defined object in the RetrieveResponseWrapper object. Delete on retrieve property is 
available to be configured at the interaction specification level and as an attribute in the 
FTPFile business object. If this property is set to true, the adapter deletes the file after 
retrieving its contents. Archive directory for delete on retrieve is a property that can be 
used along with delete on retrieve property. The directory path that you specify for 
“Archive directory for Delete on retrieve” is the location where the adapter archives the 
files after deleting it from its original location. 
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Outbound operations - Retrieve 

�Retrieve – Retrieve the contents of the file 
specified 
�SplitCriteria and SplitClassFunctionName 

� Used to retrieve multiple user define objects from the file 

� SplitCriteria – ex:###;\n or ###;;$$. Ability to support Windows® or UNIX® 

new lines as delimiters 

� SplitClassFunctionName – com.ibm.j2ca.utils.filesplit.SplitByDelimiter 

�If the split criteria contains new line character as part of 
separator 
� you need to provide value according to the platform where the file is 

created 
– Use \r\n if the file is created on Windows platform 

– Use \n if the file is created on UNIX/Linux platform 

If the file contains multiple objects of the same type each separated by the same delimiter, 
the retrieve operation can be configured to retrieve the data convert them into individual 
business objects and return them as an array of business objects in the output wrapper 
object. You can make use of the SplitCriteria and the SpliClassFunctionName attributes to 
achieve this. For “SplitClassFunctionName”, you will provide the appropriate splitting class 
name. For example, you will provide com.ibm.j2ca.utils.filesplit.SplitByDelimiter as the 
class name in a case where you want to split the data in the file using a delimiter. For the 
“SplitCriteria” you would provide the delimiter value or number of bytes. 

If the split criteria contains new line character as part of separator, you need to provide the 
new line character value according to the platform where the file is created. 
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Outbound operations - Retrieve 

Delete on retrieve and 
archive directory options at 
business object level Delete on retrieve and archive 

directory options at Interaction 
spec level 

Split criteria options at 
business object level 

This slide shows the screen capture of the properties available at the business object level 
and at the interaction specification level when configuring the retrieve operation using the 
external service wizard. 
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Outbound operations – Delete, exists, list …. 
� Delete 

�Deletes the file from the file system. 
�Enhanced in V6.2 to have return type 
�If file does not exist, RecordNotFoundException is thrown 

� Exists 
�Checks for existence of file in the directory specified 
�Search includes searches the subfolders 

� List 
�Lists all the files in the directory specified 

� ExecuteFTPScript 
�Parameter substitution 

� parameters required by the FTP script file can be passed as part of the request data 

� ServerToServerFileTransfer 
�Transfer files between ftp servers 
�Enhanced in V6.2 to have return type 

Enhanced 
V6.2 

Enhanced 
V6.2 

This slide summarizes the rest of the operations supported by ftp adapter for outbound 
interaction style. Exists checks for existence of a file in the specified folder and any 
subfolders. List operation lists all the files in the directory specified. ExecuteFTPScript 
operation has been enhanced in V6.1. You have the option to send parameters at runtime. 
The parameters can be set in the business object as attributes. In V6.2 delete and server 
to server file transfer operations are enhanced to have a return type. The return business 
object returned contains a Boolean field indicating success or failure of the operation. 
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COBOL copy book support for outbound 

� Support for COBOL Copy book 
�Generate Business object definitions for the required COBOL 

copy book records 
� Use the “Business Object from External Data” wizard provided by WebSphere 

Integration Developer. 

�Running external service wizard and generate the data bindings 
and required artifacts 

�Supported Operations 
� Outbound 

– Create, Append and Overwrite, Retrieve support data transformation. 

– List, exists, delete are generic operations and do not perform any data conversions 

� Inbound 
– Emit is the only operation supported. Data transformation supported 

– Split by size and Split by delimiter supported 

New 
V6.2 

With V6.2 the ftp adapter now supports transformation of COBOL copy book records. The 
adapter converts and writes the data set in the business object into data whose structure 
is defined by COBOL copy book’s metadata. 

The configuration steps for both flat file and ftp adapter are the same except for some 
changes in the adapter specific attributes. For example you will see a username and 
password field in the managed connection factory attribute list for ftp adapter but for flat 
file you do not have those fields. 

The configuration steps involve generating business object definitions for the required 
COBOL copy book records using “Business Object from External Data” wizard provided by 
WebSphere Integration Developer. Once the business objects are generated, you use the 
external service wizard to configure the operations supported for outbound. Make sure that 
you select “Use COBOL, C or PL/I data format” option from the drop down menu for the 
“Data format options” field in the “Service Configuration Properties” panel. 
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COBOL copy book support – Generate business 
objects and wrappers 
� Generate business object definitions for the COBOL copy book records 
�“Business Object from External Data” wizard provided by WebSphere 

Integration Developer 
� Step 1: Import the copy book to create business object 

� Step 2: Create a wrapper object for the created business object 

Step 1 

Step 2 

To create business objects for the COBOL copy book records, you will make use of the 
“Business Object from External Data” wizard provided by the WebSphere Integration 
Developer. Business object and wrapper generation is a two step process. In the first step 
you would create the business object that represent the structure and attributes defined in 
the COBOL copy book record. In the second step you need to create a wrapper on top of 
the generated business objects. The wrapper object contains the attributes required by the 
ftp adapter to process the operations and the generated business object. 
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Generate business objects 

� Step 1: Import the copy book to create business object 

Provide path to the COBOL 
copybook file 

Click Find to retrieve the 
information in the file 

This slide shows the screen capture of the panels from the “Business Objects from 
External Data” wizard for the business object generation step discussed in the previous 
slide. Once the path to the file containing the COBOL records is specified, the wizard will 
parse the file and display a list of all the structures defined in the file. The wizard will 
create a business object for all the structures or objects defined in the file in your 
workspace. 
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Generate wrapper for business objects 

� Step 2: Create a wrapper object for the created business 
object 

Select the adapter you want 
to create the wrapper for 

This slide shows the screen capture of the panels from the “Business Objects from 
External Data” wizard for the wrapper object generation step discussed in the previous 
slide. Once you select the adapter for which you want to create a wrapper for, you are 
prompted to browse and select the business object. Once the business object is specified, 
the wizard will wrap the business object along with other protocol specific information 
required by the adapter and generate wrapper business object. 
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Wrapper business object sample 

� Business object and Wrapper samples 
�Based on the adapter chosen in external data wizard the appropriate 

wrapper is created for the business object 

Wrapper object that 
contains the generated 
business object and the 

rest of attributes required 
by ftp adapter to process 

the business object 

Business object that 
represents the data defined 

in the COBOL copy book 

This slide shows the screen capture of the business object and the wrapper object created 
by the “Business Object from External Data” wizard. As you can see in the slide the 
wrapper contains the business object along with the protocol specific attributes. 
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Configure adapter to support COBOL records 

� Adapter configuration 
�Use the “External Service” wizard 

�Use “COBOL,C, PL/I data binding” as the data binding option 

Select the COBOL as the 
data format 

Once the business objects and the wrappers are generated, the next step is the 
configuration of operations supported by the adapter. External service wizard is used to 
configure the operations. The configuration of operations that support transformation of 
data in the business object to COBOL records is not any different from what how you 
configure for any other user defined type. The only thing that differs is the data format 
type. To support COBOL records transformation, you have to set the data format to “Use 
COBOL, C or PL/I data format” as shown in the screen capture in the slide. There is no 
need for a data handler. 
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COBOL copybook support – Retrieve operation 

�Support for data transformation on retrieve 
operation 

� Need to create a retrieve container specific to business object generated 
from COBOL copy book 

� Use “Business Object from External Data” wizard to create retrieve 
container 

� Set the retrieve container wrapper as output data type for retrieve 
operation 

In order for the adapter to retrieve data from the file that conforms to the structure defined 
in the COBOL copybook and transform it into a specific business object, there are some 
specific steps needed during configuration. After you create the business object definitions 
and the wrapper object for the objects defined in the COBOL copy book, you need to run 
the “Business Object from External Data” wizard again and create a retrieve container 
specific to the business object that is generated for the record in the copy book. When you 
configure the retrieve operation, you change the output data type for the retrieve operation 
from the default retrieve response wrapper to the business object specific container. 
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Generating retrieve container 

� Outbound - Support for data transformation on retrieve 
operation 

� Use business object from external data wizard to create container for the user 
defined object 

Select the option to create a 
retrieve container 

This slide shows the screen capture of the panel where you can select the option to create 
the retrieve container for the business object generated from the COBOL copy book. 
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Sample retrieve container 

retrieve container object 
created for the selected 

business object 

This slide shows a sample retrieve container generated by the wizard. When there is more 
than one object in the output file from which you are retrieving, the adapter will populate 
the business object and then add it to the container. There are additional values that you 
need to provide to the adapter such as the delimiter or size and the splitting class in a 
case where the data in the file is for more than one instance of the object. 
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Specify retrieve container as output 

� Outbound - Support for data transformation on retrieve 
operation 
�Set output type to the retrieve container 

Select the retrieve response 
container created using the 

external data wizard as output 
type for the retrieve operation 

This slide shows the screen capture where you will change the output type of the retrieve 
operation from the default to the retrieve container you generated. 
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Provide split criteria 

Set the file name, split criteria 
and splitting class name 

This slide shows the screen capture of the test client where you can see the split criteria 
and the splitting class are provided as part of the wrapper object. These values are used 
by the adapter to read the data from the file and split them into individual business objects 
and then populate them into the retrieve container. 
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Populated retrieve container 

retrieve response container 
populated with the business 

object content 

This slide shows the screen capture of the test client where you can see the return object 
for the retrieve operation. The data in the file is split based on the criteria provided in the 
wrapper object which is the input type for the retrieve operation. The split data is them 
converted into a business object and inserted in the retrieve container. 
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Secure FTP support 

� Support Secure FTP for 
outbound and inbound 
�using username, password 

authentication and 

�Key based authentication 
� Private key, pass phrase take 

precedence over password filed 

New in 
V6.2 

With V6.2 the WebSphere adapter for ftp supports FTP over SSH (also generally called 
secure ftp). .Public key authentication is one of the most secure methods to authenticate 
using secure shell. Public key authentication uses a pair of computer generated keys - one 
public and one private. Public key can be distributed and resides in the Secure FTP server 
machine. Private key is unique to the user and must not be shared. The authentication is 
done with the help of signatures. The private key is used to generate signatures. A 
signature created using the private key cannot be forged by anybody who does not have 
that key; but anybody who has the corresponding public key can verify that a particular 
signature is genuine. 

The private key never leaves the client machine, and therefore cannot be stolen or 
guessed like a password can. Typically the private key has a “Pass phrase" associated 
with it, so even if the private key is compromised, they must still guess the pass phrase in 
order to gain access. 

The key-pair can be generated using any of the standard encryption algorithm. The most 
commonly used one is RSA. However other algorithms like DSA can be used. 

. 

If values for username, password and private key, pass phrase are specified then the 
adapter will use the key based authentication. 

Pass phrase is an optional property when public key authentication is used. The 
authentication can also be performed with a public key that is not encrypted with the pass 
phrase. Pass phrase is used to enhance the security of the private key. If pass phrase is 
provided, then the private key is encrypted using the pass phrase. The authentication of 
the user to the server will then occur only if the user provides the correct pass phrase 
during connection. 
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SummarySummary 

Section 

This section is a summary of the topics covered in this presentation. 
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Summary 

�You learned about 
�Outbound operations 

�Attributes specific to each operation 

�Changes to existing operations 

�Support for COBOL copy book 

�Configuration of adapter for outbound operations 

In this presentation you learned about the key concepts of the WebSphere Adapter for 
FTP outbound support; specifically the new support for COBOL copy books, secure FTP 
and the changes to existing operations like delete and server to server file transfer to 
include return types. Finally, you learned about the various wizards provided by integration 
developer and how to configure the outbound operations for the adapter. 
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Reference information 

�WebSphere Adapter for FTP User Guide 

� Java™ Connector Architecture 
�http://java.sun.com/j2ee/connector/index.jsp 

�Enterprise metadata discovery 
�http://www.ibm.com/developerworks/java/library/j-emd/ 

�WebSphere Adapters information center 
�http://www.ibm.com/software/integration/wbiadapters/library/infocenter/ 

�WebSphere Process Integration information center 
�http://publib.boulder.ibm.com/infocenter/dmndhelp/v6rxmx/index.jsp 

Additional reference information can be found at these addresses. 
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Feedback 

Your feedback is valuable 
You can help improve the quality of IBM Education Assistant content to better 

meet your needs by providing feedback. 

� Did you find this module useful? 

� Did it help you solve a problem or answer a question? 

� Do you have suggestions for improvements? 

Click to send e-mail feedback: 
mailto:iea@us.ibm.com?subject=Feedback_about_WBPMV62_IEA_AdapterFTP_Outbound.ppt 

This module is also available in PDF format at: 
../WBPMV62_IEA_AdapterFTP_Outbound.pdf 

You can help improve the quality of IBM Education Assistant content by providing 
feedback. 
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